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SPECIAL

New additions to the
library this semester.
See page 7.

Grab the new book
bag pullout section.

.e

Swiss time in an
Asian Olympics. See
page 9.
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Colleges asked
to prevent rape

APO takes
reins of
dfunk bus

Center treats 16 in 6 weeks,
issues appeal to presidents

Bs Jaime Osgood
"Staff Writer

s.

-
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Alpha Phi Omega, a campus
service fraternity, will be taking
the reigns of the Late Night
Local this semester.
The Local, known to most
students as the drunk bus, has
been providing University of
Maine students with safe
transportation to and from
Orono on weekends for three
sears.
The bus it the brainchild of
Robert Dana, a substance
abuse consultant at UMaine.
He said there are several-uses
for the bus besides the obvious.
"t felt that --there was a
specific need to provide safe
transportation for those
students who were just looking
to get back and forth from
campus as well as anyone eh°
had been drinking." he said.
Originally, the bus was
operated by private individuals
employed by Substance Abuse
Services, a 11Maine oreanization that offers substance abuse
education and services. Getting
drivers, howeser, wasn't easy.
•• It is a difficult job because
it requires commitment on Friday and Saturday nights,"
'Dana said.
Jim Moorhead, co-chairman
of the Late Night local project
at APO, said that the commitment Won't bother him or his
APO brothers.
"Drivers were needed, and
c thought that it aas an un-portant contribution to tbe
'campus and the-Or-ono community," he said.
Dana said Substance Abuse
Services was looking for a costeffective way to run the bus.
When APO approached him
last year, having APO brothers
drive the bus became the most
viable solution to the problem.
"They are not paid, but we
(Substance Abuse Services) do
support some of their other services," Dana said.
...Another of the fraternity's
services that is supported by
Substance Abuse Services is a
providing ridei. to the
Bangor Mall. Substance Abuse
Services rents the bus and also
pays for gas, Dana said.
Brian Waite, an AP()
brother, said he thinks the
race BI page Xi
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As an example, the report
(CPS) — Shocked when 16
evictims of campus rapes came cited a case in which a rape vic=reit fee help within a Ste-week tim at one college lived down
period, the Rape Treatment the hall from her assailant for
several weeks after the attack
Center of stela Moe**(Cal
'Hospital last week publicly ask- while campus officials ground
ed college presidents to step up through their disciplinary
efforts to prevent sexual procedures.
Such insensitivity amounts to
assaults on students.
"revictimizing' the victim,"
"Universities." she said, the report said.
"have ,a responsibility to proThe Santa Monica report
tect student'"
wasn't the only effort to draw
While sexual assaults on the
campus attention to the pronation's campuses seem to be
blem last week.
happening more frequently,
Indiana University stedents
colleges themselses do not
rebuilt a "shanty" aimed at
know how to prevent them or
shaming administrators into
treat them when thes happen.
funding a rape crisis center.
the report claimed.
"Campus is not a MAThe center decided to issue its-- place," explained junior
report, called ''Sexual Assault - Laurie Nicholson, "and a crisis
on Campus: What Colleges center is a valuable system that
Can Do," after treating the other universities provide."
Keeping the shanty up,
16 women, an "inordinate
has become a
moreover,
to-Our
number proportionate
.s
Ines1 it ir.• ;•••••.
OM •I.'
client:le," recalled Marybeth 1,..••••
het. R 4PF. page lb
Roden of the center.
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iviiiitary government formed in Burma
warning soldiers would shoot anyone building harreades, an Asian
RANGOON, Burma (AP)-,Coup leader Gen.---Koraung brined
diplomat in Rangoon speaking txi condition of anort!,mity said.
a nos military-dominated gieteruneri exits' after his uoups a dsy earlier
People hurried home after has ine rood at the In', small -hops that
shot and killed at lease 100 people in quelling eidespread opposition
to his rule.
One opporeation leader said sued protests tease been called off to mold
opposition kaders issued a joint seuement calling lot talks with Sau
turther bloodshed. Speaking on conditon of anonymity, he said governSeating to resolve the cr. Both dationstrators and soldiers retreated
ment workders would protest by continuing their strikes past Sept. 26,
from the suttee of the capital.
the nee regime's deadline for returning to work on threat of dismissal.
State-run Radio Rangoon said Sass Maung became both the defense
and tierign affairs minister ei-the new goserrunent. He was defense
today
opP°51tx)n leaiers_ issued3 Stakraeril
tIrt
minister and armed forms commander at= heescirecepotterranntlwc°111jPniling
telling coup leaders that "euch suppession be forte-and
bkxxished
the
from cis Man Preesdent elating Maur*.
No preeident or prime miniver was named. and mere was nn wark____ALarnis skill not stop the people's just demand for sktieeraeyee
sisee war, to comedy
Thee dmandcd talks with Saw Mauna
on Mating Maur g's fair.
cram "
current
the
solve
Outs one of the nine Cabiaet ministers named was a CA ihan, etuesier
Sass elaurw. who also was defense minister, overthrew Maung
of Health Pc Them. At least six ministers were -among the 18 SCMOt
Mating, who took over Aug. 19 as Burma's first civilian leader since
officers who Mounted the coup with Sass lslaung.
The broadcast
the 1%2 military coup. Maung..Maung had ended martial law and
said the mittary commanders in each of the country's seven states and
withdrawn soldiers from the stietts in the start of a series of concesseven div keen also woukl Serse as the top nevertunan repienentanses
sions to the protesters. But the opppstion demanded that he hat] antes
in those areas.
Troops on Monday shot and killed at least 100 rico* protesting an interim gevrounent conduct the democratic elections he had
prombed.
the coup and Or two sides foie4it ssads dashes until late that reght
Troops returned in force after Sunday's coup by Say Mating, who
Some protesters hurled gesoline bombs at troops who filed back. But
()plea fr. email ciespee sae reported today', tactitat residents and _said he took over to halt Burma's social chaos and ensure the election..
troops clearing roadblocks put up by protesters. One person was shot Weft- held.
On Monday, sokhers enforcing Saw Sealing's, ban on public gather
and killed as soldiers haled looting as a market in the city.
Speradic clashes also stile iqrorTed in Mandalay in °metal Hurried ings shot monks, eucienee, gosernmere workers and other unarmed
but no details were av-aila*. llslephone cosninunications were out after demonstrators. Reporters at the scene conservatively estimated at least
the communications department's microwave dish was &visaged in the 100 dead. Aboad -40 demonstrators and 17 soldiers died in clashes
,
Sundmy.
morning, reportedly by some kink of make
A military spokeernan said incomplete reports showed 23 people were
Bloody protests and perteral strikes began Aug. 8, toppling hard-line
killed and 23 others wounded in Rangoon and three towns as soldiers
President Sinn I win four days later.
Was.I11411#!. trieks.rolled (keen Rangoon's streets with loudspeakers flied on motw that attacked them with %tinge/sots and iron darts.
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News Briefs
Civil Liberties

defend vendors
_

N.H. (AP) The
Da.rned
otRw
nO
C
state Civil Liberties Union is going to
the defense of Captain Condom —
or, more precisely, sellers of T-shirts
depicting a cartoon character of that
name.
Claire Ebel, director of the
organization. said Tuesday that civil
liberties lawyers will represent two
Hampton Beach store owners against
charges they violated state obscenity
laws by selling X-rated T-shirts.
Hampton police confiscated some
of the shirts in August and charged
two store owners with possession of
obscene matter with intent to sell.
The misdemeanor charges will be
•tried in Hampton Distnct Court.
—Police said they warned ownegsnot
to sell the shirts. But one owner facing charges, Michael Fallas. has said
I he was
• - The other owner charged, David
Maleh, said he thought the matter
I had been settled earlier in the summer when he agreed to stooadvertising the shirts and display them less
prominently.
The T-shirts come in several versions, all featuring cartoon depictions
of a condom being applied
Ebel said at least one version had
a"safe-sex" or anti-AIDS message
ih small lettering.
The faces of presidential candidates Michael Dukakis anci George

.
Bush appear on two versions.
"We believe very strongly that they
political and social speech, which
Ire—
is clearly protected by the First
Amendment," Ebel said.
She said the U.S. Supreme Court
had ruled that, for something to be
obscene, it must be sexually arousing,
offend community standards and
lack significant social, political or
literary merit
She said it is inconceivable anyone
could be sexually aroused by the cartoons, and doubts they offend
members of the young rowdy crowd
often found at Hampton Beach during the summer.
"For anyone who has been to
Hampton Beach on &Saturday night
in the summertime, it's very difficult
to imagine that these T-shirts offend
community standards, 'she said.
Hampton .each Chamber pf
Commerce officials, who say they
want to promote a family ttmospheri—
at at the tounst resort, have said they
received complaints about the shins.

Megabucks has

cabinet, known as the Council of
Ministers, was in response to the success of Gorbachev's anti-drinking
campaign and to long lines at liquor
stores dunng limited sale hours for
alcohol.

existence, officials said today_
The greatest numbers of sales - 46
during the 1987-88 fiscal
percent
year which ended June 30 were made
in Man, followed by Ness Ham •
shire,/38 permit, and Vermont, 16
percent, according to lottery officials.
"Just fantastic . A very successful
business enterprise," Peter J.
Gorham, chairman of the Tri-State
Megabudks Commission, said of the
game.
Total sales last year were 180.3
million, up from S73.5 million in
fiscal year 1987 and S 50 million in
fiscal year 1986, the first year of the
game.
Maine's share of the profits from
Last year's Megabucks sales was $27.2
million, which will be turned over to
_thestate!,general fund,said Wallace
Soule Jr., director of the Maine State
Lottery Commission.

The policy governing the sale of
distilled liquors, such as vodka, has
not changed. Soviets who want to
buy vodka still must shop at special
stores only between 2-8 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and buy only two
bottles a person.

Maine milk prices
to go up 4 cents
AUGUSTA (AP) — Starting next •
month, milk drinkers in Maine will
,.-be charged an extra 4 cents a gallon.
. reflecting continuing tight supplies in
milk, a spokesman for the Maine
Milk Commission said Tuesday'

Alcohol returns
W Moscow
stores

The minimum retail price for a
gallon of whole milk will increase
from the current-S1.92 to $1 .96, said
Robert K. Plummer, the Commission's executise secretary'.

(AP)_ Faced with
public hostility to restritlions on alcohol sales imposed three
years ago by Mikhail S Gorbaches
the Kremlin will soon allow wine,
beer, champagne and cognac to
return to grocery store shelves, Pres •
da said.
The Communist Party daily said
Monday the policy change by the

Moscow

record year
—PORTLAND, Maine (AP)._
More Tn-State Megabucks tickets
were sold last year -- S80.3million
worth — and more money won by
players — S60.5 million — than any
other year in the lottery's three-year

"Milk Supplies are tight across the
country," said Plummer, citing the
eder al herd-buyout program, hot
weather that has reduced milk production and an increase in demand
for cheeses and other processed milk
products.

The Nineteenth Annual
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weekend%

september 23, 24, 25 1988
Family and friends of the Unlveratty can choose from a wide
variety of proorams includino

President's welcome and faculty/staff receptions
Children's Story Hour (Hudson Museum)
Oroanizational Fair on the Mali
Flea market in the Field House
Open Houses around campus
Various sporting events including UM football game
against UNH
Sunrise Seminars with UM faculty and statt
Margaret Chase Smith celebration on Sunday

-

For spec/lie cferaris *bout the program or to make advanced
reservations, contact New students Programs, Memorial Union
581 JR6

PLAN "()-BE A PART OF A SPECIAL UMAINE TRADITION YOU'LL
LONG REMEMBER;

-4-
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Government failures deleted
from published report
--VAgh—
INGTION (AP) A non by the
nhal &sib*
e-calling the
Seineegrowing =Tiber of hornless ctuldren "a national disgrace" was published without its
authors' strong recommendations and
t.-rinciun of goscriunau failures.
The report released Tuesday portrays
a homeless America filled not only with
alcoholics and former mental patients
but with growing numbers of children
and families scraping out a dismal existence in rural communities.
The study ordered by Congress and
directed by the academy's Institute of
Medicine estimates that on any given
night families with a total of 100,000
children are homeless, while vet more
children have run awas or been kicked out
tis- their parents.
The 242-page report says children
under 18 are the fastest growing group
among the nation's homeless and says
this is "nothing short of a national
disgrace that must be treated with the
urgency that such a situation
demands."
But committee members hired by the
institute wanted to go much further
in their criticism, panel chairman Brice
C. Vladeck, in a telephone interview late
Tuesday. The panel included 13 experts
in medicine and social science.
Vladeck said the published report
"doesn't adequately convey our sense of
outrage and dismay at the phenomenon
of homelessness."
Thc only indication of the panel's
stronger position comes in a five-line
footnote which says members of the
committee "unaminously wish to ex-

press their strong feeling that the recommendations are too limited in addressing the broader issues of homelessness
— especially the supply of low-income
housing, income maintenance, the
availability of support services, and access to health care for the poor and
uninsured."
Dr. Frank Press, director of the National Academy of Sciences, blocked
publication of a supplemental statement
signed by 10 of the panel members. Hw
was quoted in The New York Times today as saying he did so because "the
Language was charged and polemical and
emotional."
He said the academy has the obligation to -stick to the data and minimize
the intrusion o values as much as possible."
The published report's recommendations include a list of largely noncontroversial proposals covering eligibility
standarts,— training and program
expansions.
The report calls, for instance, for Un-_
provet1 day card and Head Start programs and efforts to make homeless
parents aware of the help allowed to be
used in restaurants so people who don't_
have kitchens can use them to save.
money.
But deleted, said Yladeck, were calls
for restoring a 70 percent cut in lowincome housing support since 1981, new
treatments services for the mentally ill
and substance abusers, and an increase
in the minimum wage to make adequate
housing affordable.
The study acknowledges that accurate
statistics on the homeless are difficult to
find.
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Visit Our Two Locations in the Area:
Stillwater in Orono
Route 2 in Old Town

SPECIALS THIS MONTH
Coke, Dt. Coke
Tab, Sprite
16 oz.: $.49

Busch
12 Packs: $4.99

uge,
Jolt Cola

6 Packs; WM

eilcou

Pepsi
Dt. Pepsi
Mountain Dew
2-Liter Bottles: $1.3

COMING SOON.. CHEESE NACHOS
memaimir-strm
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HAS NEVER SFEN REFORFFRI., SAT.,SUN.7,i- SEPT.23rd,24th,25th
SALE: Fri. 10:00-9:00; Slit. 10:00-8:00;& Sun.10:00-5:00
tit
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SCOTT GOGGLES
Valued To $35.00
NOW $9.95
cod
Union.

ONE PIECE
SUTT
Value bp $300
NOW $99

YOU'LL

El

01

Al I AVM JACKETS.,
by
Head-Tyrotia-CB-SOS - Black Diamond and Othqs
50 per cent OFF
TECNICA
GALAXY BOOTS
Reg $150
NOW $79

BASS PARK AUDITORIUM, BANGOR, ME.
_Northern New England Ski Giants
• -(The Original Discount Ski Shop)

500 pair of
Dynastar
Value to $300
NOW $79

RODGERS.SKI OUTLET

y Nes-1-p rz
Gold Course SC
Reg $365
NOW $109
n

I
rboro, Maine: Lincoln, LondOnderry & Twin Mt., NH;& Burlington, VT,
ROSSIGNOL
I
X-C PACKAGES
KERMA
• STRATO
STARTING AS LOW AS
CORRECTIVE ANGLE POLES
VaLUED TO $275
$69.00
HAGAN
Res S-50
NOW $149
X-C
SKIS
Asst. Jackets
NOW $19.95
I $12
\dluedc4
0
by
Asst. Demos
NOW
$29
SOS
Value to $500
NOW 60 percent OFF
SPALDING
NOW $99 to $199
87'88
SKIS
X-C
By such companies as
KASTLE
MARKER
Res. $80
DYNAMK:DYNASTAR
Team SL
National
Reg. NOW
NOW $19.00
PREOLIN-KNEISSL RD
kt;s.13(70
M36 $175 $99
AND MORE
NOW 6149
M46 $200 $125
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UMaine to host tribute to Smith
Senator from Skowhegan" and a special
recognition of the Senator by UMaine
President Dale W. Lick. The program,
with U.S. District Court Judge Conrad
Cyr presiding, will be immediately
followed by a reception honoring Smith.
Carter will kick-off the second day of
the tribute beginning at 9 a.m. Sept. 26
with an address titled "Politics of Conscience: Public Office/Public Trust."
A panel discussion, moderated by
House Majority Leader John Diamond,
will immediately follow.
,activities during the two-day
AB'
event, which is free and open to the

Journalist and former United States
,Secretitry of State spokesperson Nodding Carter Ill and University of
Wisconsin Chancellor Donna Shalala
will keynote and exciting two-day tribute
to Sen. Margaret Chase Smith Sept.
25-26 at the University of Maine.
"Politics of Conscience: A Tribute to
Senator Margaret Chase Smith" will
begin at 2 p.m. Sept. 25. Shalala lead
off the afternoon program with an address titled "Politics of Conscience: The
41' Following
Hallmark of Integrity:
Shalala's speech will be a slide/film
presentation on Smith's life titled "The

MITORY ROA R D
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_,„
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bra b bra
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•row op
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students.in public schools.
A longtime admirer of the former
Senator,,Shalala first met Smith as an
undergraduate student 25 years ago.
Carter began his journalism career as
a reporter on his family's newspaper,
the Delta-Democrat Times, in 1959. He
worked as an editorial writer,managing
editor and associate publisher on the
paper up until 1977. In 1961 he was
awarded the Society of Professional
Journalists' national award for editorial
writing and, four years later, received a
Nieman Fellowship at Harvard
University.
Carter was a member of the Johnson.
Humphrey campaign staff in Atlanta in
1976 and, from 1977-1980, served as
assistant secretary of state for public affairs and department spokesperson.
Four three years beginning in 1981.
Caner was the chief correspondent and
anchor for the four time Emmy winning Public Broadcasting System's "Inside Story"—a regularly scheduled halfhour critique of press performance. The
program also received the Edward R.
Murrow Award for best foreign affairs
documentary.

public, will be held in the Maine Center
for the Arts..
•
Shilala, one of the highest-placed
women in higher education today, is a
professor of political kielIOC, educational policy studies and women's
studies at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. Formerly president of Hunter
College of the City University of New
York, Shalala served as assistant
secretary for policy development and
research with the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development from
197780.
Shalala holds a Ph.D. from the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs, Syracuse University. Her
teaching and research fields include
publuc policy, state/urban government
and finance, and the political economy
of education_ Shalala co-authored
"Children in Need: Investment
Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged," a report published last
September that could herald further
educational reform, this time focusing
on the _prolSans of disadvantaged
children who make up 30 percent of the
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$ 10.00 per year

ARRANGE AT 'THE DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
1ST FLOOR IN THE UNION
Immimmin 8 : 00 - 4 : 30 DAILY
MEET ME AT
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HEY!
It's time to
(get a-Part-Time
job!
1Cz.

DARKROOMS
Develop Your Film at
the Union!
_410 User Fee Per Semester
See Mark St. Peter, Student Supervisor, cnc:i
make arrangements on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 11 a.rn to, 12 3() p.m.
The Students Prcgramming Office,
2nd E1cx1r,
Memoridi Union

REGISTER NOW!
Come to the Part-Time
& Summer Employment
Program Desk
Location:Career Center
Wingate Hall-

. •.
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Paragliding: new freedom
By Richard C. Bachus, StatI Vmter
The Christian SCIeflCe %mem
.
•
'"WELLFLEET, Mass.- The who, what,
where, and when of paragliding aren't too
difficult to figure out.
The how and why, though, is another
question. Who is attracted to it?
Eumpean mountain climbers looking for
a quicker st-ay back down, and skiers iookmg for an alternative was back up(they ski
uphill using the wmt1), form the sanguard
of this emerging sport.
What is paraghding?
It's a four-year-old sport that combines
the freedom of hang gliding with the
aintpbcity of parachuting. What began with
a kv, daredes its free-falling off cliffs with
--conserttional square (ram-air) parachutes
has developed into an al:nom-sane sport using a craft that is sterrahle and easy to fly.
It can be bunched from Just about any
knoll, dune, or mountainside, with or
without wind.
A paraglider can even get airborne Iron
flat ground with enough rope and a
headwind.
As kw the where and svhen. Europe's
"-A
partiL
-uLlrly the Fterith vibe.of annecv what many of the world's parsed=
are rnade, it one home off this rapidlY Vow!
Wicr.•
But paragfiders can also be found flying
ui Bran, Australia, and Japan at am' time
of the year, as king as it isn't raining and
the wind met blowing too hard.
To really understand some of the hows
and whys of par:gliding, however, took a
biustary weekend on Cape Cod, a trained
instuctor. and H adscritutous types who
wanted to fly.
The 'cmr,a bc,in when Ntarc Chine°,
a former hang-gliding instructor now promoting paragliding in the United States,
showed us a heap of tangled lines and colorful bghtweight material.
It seemed unlikely that Ur pile would
ever be untangled. let alone fly.
But ailef SCItic bitif instruction, the first
of- the group visa map strapped into the
hainem. tied dovm svitti rope, and hovering a few feet off the ground
As the gusts be the paragiider around

the flat feild, Mr. Chirico assured us of the
sport's saftey.
"The ground is what can hurt you,"
Chirico said, "but landing is very simple. ". Infact. International techniques of
Viok (ITV), a firnch hoartisailing company
that is the largest maker ot paragJiders, has
emphasized saucy by requiring each
customer to take a training seminar before
buying one of its paragliders (cost: $1000
to $2000).
"Thar have been no accidents involving
certifed fliers, " says Philip Villard, a test
pilot for ITV who helped instruct our
group.
Paragliding differs from other parachute
sports. The glider does not open during a
free tall from an airplane or a cliff. Rather,
it is open and full of air before ones's feet
lease the ground.
It differs from its close cousin parasailing (being towed behind a powerboat ot
car), because a glider can be launched by
one's own power and is male to cut through
,_thc air for isvard glide, instead of
descending. A typical parachute descends
at a rate of about 1,e00 feet per minute;
• paragbder's rate is only 300 feet per
_minute.
—
The first day was rnostly instruction, but
by the end ot the second day, each airrW had advanced from
soaring above the dune with a safley rope
to swooping down the dune in free flight.
The succetsni
. lessons occurred in front
of several disgruntled hang-glider pilots,
who spent most of the day waiting in the
parking lot for the wind to change.
First, Chirico showed each pikit how the
paraghder, a pik of lines. straps, and cloth
which Its easily into a pa.* and wcigke only
10 to 12 pounds, is put together.
The pilot steers by pulling ckiwn on one
ct two tines (called brakes) that connect to
the right and left side of the back edge of
the paraglider
Pulling on the rght brake bends the back
of the right edge of the char down, making it catch more air and turning the
the right
paragik
The left brake banks the paraglider left.
Pulling both brakes down grscs cora lift.
(see CHUTE page 11)

University of Maine Chess Club
le sponsoring a chess tournament
In the Memorial Union.
Wed Sept 21
Sept. 28

Oct.

30 Ciame
Action Chess
USCF Rated

COMMUTER
SERVICES
OFFICE
WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS
4:30 - 7:00 p.m.
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS
OFF-CAMPUS
COMPUTERIZED
HOUSING CAREER INFORMATION
WITH SIGI PLUS
CAR POOLING
INFORMATION
S.T.A.R.T.
PRnr;RAM
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
SUPPORT SERVICES
tN trye COmmuten SERVICES OffiCE:

New Student Programs
OffERiNQ ALL StubeNts Stuby

Skills lNfoRmatioN

*Stuby Skills RESOURCE File
*A Guibe to DevelopiNc Effective Stuby Skills
-*cRoup Stuby Skills WoRkst)ops
(VVcONcsbays 3:15 p.m., Coe LouNqe)
CURRENt Books
1Ntvivibual AppoiNtmeNts
•

Computen-Assisteb
Stuby Skills Pitt:NI:tam
September 21
Time Management

October 19
Writing College Papers

October 26
September 28
Using
Personal
Compute
Test Taking Strategies
To Write College Papers
October 5
Orientation to the Fogler Library
November 9
Superlearning
ctober 12 Goalsetting-Academic
And Personal

Registration: Wed. 6:45-7:15
November 30
Improving Your Memory
0. Is your imagination •sole**
pool of dark possIbilitiss?

Q.

When you color, can you stay
Ingle,* the lin•s?
Nfl
vt
If you answered yes to either
of these questions, Dr. Records
"Color the Doc" contest Is for you!

December 7
Stress Mamagement
December 14 Preparing For Final Exams

LOCATION: MEMORIAL UNION
MAIN FLOOR
CRI-ig.20 or 1826

See Dr. Record's for details
Dr. Records 20 Main Street, Orono
866-7874

CENTER FOR STUDENT SERVICES I
OFFICE OF ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

^
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No freedom in Iran
prisoners. They cover the entire
Observers of Iran are concerned by a wave of political ex- spectrum--communists, supporters of groups who want the
ecutions apparently carried out
monarchy returned to power,
by the Khomeini regime during
members of the Bahai faith,
the past month.
Because access to Iran is supporters of the Kurds,--ind
denied many Westerners, members of the People's Modetails are difficult to establish. lithedin of Iran.
But enough evidence is accumulating, some of it derived
from Iranian radio broadcasts
and official reportsiti the Iranian press, to suggest that hundreds of political prisoners may
have been executed. The fear is
that the lives of thousands more
The latter group has recentmay he in jeopardy. Amnesty ly been particularly active
International has taken up the
militarily, mounting large-scale
case, and two members of the operations against the regime.
House Foreign Affairs Com- Its members seem to have been-tmittee, Mervyn Dymally(D)
for execution. I
targeted
California and Donald Lukens' although Amnesty Interna(R)of Ohio, have asked for ac- tional says supporters of other
tion from the United Nations.
political opposition groups are
In a letter to Secretary-General also reported to have been.
3:vier Perez- de ci..tent..
,r, they- executt.d
urge sending a UN mission to
The pressure is on for execuinspect "Iranian prisons and
tion without any kind of trial.
torture chambers," to inFor example, in a Friday prayer
vestigate the reports of execu- speech last month, monitored
tion, and to publicize the fin, by Western sources, Iran's chief-dings internationally.
justice, Ayatollah Musavi
The Khomeini regime since
Ardebili, said the-people are so
its accession to power has jailangry at the dissident; that the
ed many thousands of political "judiciary is under great
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Empty
rhetoric

T

hc economy is booming and both presidential
candidates give themselves partial credit for this
fact. Bush claims the Reagan administration has

created
fobs, reduced unemployment, and made this country
wonderful. Dukakis says the state of the economy in
Massachusetts is great, too.
But when it comes to claiming credit for the condition of our environment, everyone seems to shift their
er..... and ..y ..--.mething irn pro's cr.,.... ahntit hem the.), will
start caring about the environment as soon as they are
elected.
The greenhouse effect is killing us. According to
many researchers, this summer was just the first of
many grueling droughts. Our water supply may become
limited unless something is done.
Our ozone layer is getting thinner, the ultraviolet rays
of the sun are getting stronger and Americans are
becoming victims of sun cancer more frequently. Plant
life on earth will begin to deplete and our food supply
will become scarce.
Acid rain is also ruining our plant life, our rivers and
our lakes. Fish are dying, animals are suffering.
On our beaches, garbage, medical waste, anti scum
arc wa
'
la ...am.
, loony at • g.s.
g up. we •-•••• • ••.•• is,
beach anymore.
These problems are not new, nor are they easily solved. But. otoess we take notice now and start working
very hard, we won't have much of a future to look forward to.
"I am an environmentalist," Bush boldly declares. A
true environmentalist could not stand by and watch the
administration in which he is second in command do
the things it has done.
Auto-emission standards have been relaxed, clean air
and water laws have been forgotten and concern about
thz long-teem effects has dwindled.
What our country needs u someone who is worned
about the future of our planet, someone who cares
about the world we are leaving behind for our
We need an administration that plans to make the en- •
vironment a top priority now and tomorrow.

by John Hughes

pressure from public opinirntp.
which questions why we even
try them. There is no need for
any trial."
The crime is clear, the verdict
is clear, and the punishment is
also clear.
There is no need for trial .„
the people do not accept it
when we say we must have proof, we must have evidence ..
the people say they should all
be executed."
Amnesty International is opposed to the death penalty. In
the case of Iran, it is particularly concerned by the lack of provisions for fair trial in political
vases, and the lack of any procedure for prisoners sentenced
to death to appeal against con
viction or sentence.
In their letter to Mr. dc
Cuellar, the two American congressmen claim that the Khoeini regime ,ha.s executed
70,000 people since 1981 and
that the recent wave of executions jeopardizes the lives of
140.000 remaining political
prisoners.
John Hughes isa columnist
for The Christian Science
Monitor. .

A fee by any other name
A few days ago I was talking
to my friend Horrace Zug, the
University of Maine's vice
president for Covert Administrative Actions And Other
Nasty Stuff.
I was a tad befuddled over
the apparent absence of the
Mandatory Student Life Fee
from my university bill and the
addition of something called
the Comprehensive Fee. Sensing something was amok, I called Horrace straight away.
It was worse than I thought.
It seems some high-ranking
UMaint administrators didn't
like all the controversy over the
new Mandatory Student Life
Fee. In fact, Horrace said,
when they thought of all the
student resentment over its induction, well, their tummies
hurt.
Since there is almost nothing
worse than a high-ranking administrator with a tummy ache.
Horrace thought it best if he
stepped in and took care of the
situation.
"It was easy," he said, giggling. "All I had to do was
change the name of the fee to
something less offensive,
something smooth, something,
well, almost palatable."
"Oh buiicr off." :aid
disbelief. "What difference
does the name of the fee
make?"
"Ah, but it makes a big difference." - Horrace said.
"Why just take the up-coming
athletic facility improvements
at the Memorial Gym."

"But didn't you just say the
nonstate non-gift funds are
really coming from the Comprehensive Fee which is really
the Mandatory Student Life
Fee?" I asked
"Oh of course," Horracc
said.
"So doesn't that amount to
a diagiii-sed
cl fund.i.?"
I asked.
"Ah, now you're beginning
to understand the plan," n•o
frieud,said.
"What about them? task"MY, I guess changing a
ed "Students already give an
name does make a big difabundance of cash to university athletics through the sports- ference." I said.
"Heck. This Comprehensis c
pass pan of the mandatory fee.
Fee name is only a middle stage
Those new improvedients have
in my master plan," Horrace
nothing to do with the fee."
said.
,
"Well, they do and they
"Oh really?" I replied,
don't," Horrace said. "You
shocked.
see S500,000 of the funding for
"Yeah," Horrace said.
the project comes from what we "I've been tossing around a few
at Alumni Hail like to call 'nonnames for the final product. I
gift non -state funds,' which
*ant something that would give
means the money really comes the president more power to use
out of the Compulhensive Fee, the money for, you know,
or as you call it the Mandatory
whatever he had a hankering to
Student Life Fee."
spend it on."
"But I thought that money
"Ymh, you just call it the
was supposed to be used to
discretionary
president's
fund programs that would im- fund." I said. joking.
prove student life and
"Hey, I like it. I like it a
academics, pot a new play.pen
lot," he said."
for the football team," I
"Horract, Horrace. I was
said.
only kidding. No. HorraCC,
"Oh, well, under the Man
please, don't hang up. Hordatory Student Life Fee it was. race?"
But, you see, this money is
coming out of non-gift non-. — Michael Di Cicro is a senior
state funils now. Technically journal:3m ernvor who wrole
the Mandatory Student Life this column for his friend
Fee doesn't exist anymore," Masao who probably won't
Hon-ace explained.
fileff
.•

Michael Di Cicco
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Again, Typically
Judith Krantz
TILL WE MEET AGAIN
by Judith Krantz
Crown. 735 pp. $19.95
By Jonathan Yardley
Reviewing a new novel by
Judith Krantz is much the same
as reviewing a new album by
Michael Jackson or a new
movie by Eddie Murphy:
pointless.- Like those gentlemenhas ac
es;the
of brand name, and her books
sell automatically; there is
nothing that we reviewers,
tihing at :windmills with our silly little lances, can do either to
help her along to greater riches
or to arrest her progress in that
direction.
Of this Krantz herself is quite
aware— .She has spoken
dismissively of reviewers in interviews, and who can blame
her? In the 10 years since the
publication of her first novel.
Scruples, she has risen —
"clawed her way." as Krantzian prose might have it — to
the stratosphere inhabited by
the likes of James Michener,
Robert Ludlum, Stephen King,
and Danielle Steel: authors of
popular fiction whose books

sell hundreds of' thousands of
copies — millions, once they
reach paperback — no matter.
what the specific merits or flaws
of each individual title. In this
stratosphere, reviews are.
irrelevant.
NT:!! We Meet Again is
Krantz's fifth novel, and it
comes with all the signs of a
fifth triumph. At the American
Booksellers
Association
meeting in Southern California
last spring, it was introduced at
a party that, by all accounts,
took the honors for glitzy gaiety. Now, a month and a half
prior to its official publication
date, it has cascaded into the
stores in a first printing of half
a -t-ahnn copies. Soon Krantz
herself
an energetic, indefatigable, good-humored
promoter of her work — will be
on all the talk shows and the
feature pages, spreading the
word.
It is a word that many of
literary pretensions find offensive, but why they should take
the trouble to do so is quite
beyond my ken. Though it is
true that Krantz is the second
coming not of Willa Cather but
(continued on page 211)

King, Haunted
by His Past
THE GUNSLINGER
by Stephen King
Plume/New American Library
216 pp. Paperback. $10.95
hy

Clary Jennings

It's an old saying: Once an
author becomes a stellar best
seller he can get. somebody to
publish even his laundry lists.
After producing,16 novels "by
Stephen King," and recycling
fise others "by Richard
Bachman," King now seems
to be foraging among the
bottom-most contents of what
some writers call their "compost drawer" — that bin in
which repose the yellowing and
crumbling manuscripts of ear—
ly, embarrassing, unpublished
stories that most authors would
dread to drag into the light of
day.
StISCV King has chosen to do
just that with The Gunslinger,
he might at least have taken the
trouble to reread the old pages

and — presumably being better
at his craft by now — to amend
or delete the more egregious errors and gaucheries before letting an unwary (or undiscriminating) publisher put
them into print. Witt-WM: A
donkey on one page becomes a
mule on the next.
Centrifugal force is described as "gravity." The hero,
traveling through a tunnel, feels
touched by "a claustrophobic
hand," whatever that migiu
be. At another juncture,.the
hero is "nauseous." Readers
may think so, too, but surely
the author didn't mean to say
10.

Kings tells us, in an afterword. that he brga n r• "a
The Gunslinger while still in
college. He was inspired, he
says, to write "a long romantic novel embodying the feel, if
not the exact sense„'.! aLa
poem -11a7admired In hie

Philip Roth: The
Author as Character
THE FACTS
A NOVELIST'S
tIntstoclIkAPHY
by Philip Roth
Farrar Straus and Giroux.
195 pp. $17.95
by D.M. Thomas
The hero and first-person
narrator of The Facts is a
Jewish American writer and
intellectual called Philip
Roth. The author, whose
name is also Philip Roth,
traces Roth's development
through five crucial periods
-7-of his life. -Safe at Home"
offers tis his childhood in
Newark during the '30s and
'40s; "Joe College" explores
his early manhood at
Bucknell University; in "Girl
of My Dreams" he becomi.-3
enmeshed, while teaching at
the University of Chicago.
with a perplexing geritik girLi
she dupes him into marriage
by pretending to be pregnant. -All in the Family"
describes the storm of
...7--Jewish abuse which fell on
him when his first stories
were published. Finally, in
"Now Vee May Perhaps to
Begin," the radical explosion of the '60s coincides
with
a
personal
breakthrough into full
creative exuberance.

Roth-the-narrator comes
across straightaway as a man
of obsessions and blind
spots. His childhood is
dismissed in a dozen pages,
and these mostly concern the
riyairiec of
and gentile sports teams in Newark;
his world seems to be divided, not between good experiences and bad, or male
and female, boys and girls,
but be-tween Jews and the
rest.
Roth stresses his affection
for his respectable, decent
parents, yet stems incapahle
of fleshing them out alto a
real man and woman. His
discomfort when writing
about them and his ex-wife
may be partly responsible
for th efrequent overelaborate sentences; "Yet
the fact was that her (his exwile Josie's) own father, a
good-looking former high
school athlete named Smoky
Jensen, had never been able
to hold down a job successfully or give up the bottle and eventually wound up
wry-Ting ^".*e for theft in a
Florida jail, while my father,
whose lack of education
added to the handicap of
Jewish background, had my
dint of his slavish energies
and indestructible ambition

reached a managerial rung
on the Metropolitan Life
hierarchy that, however insignificant in the company's
overall
organizational
scheme, represented a real
triumph of individual will
over institutional bias."
The lack of dramatic
vitality in their presentation
is repeated in his portrayal
of girlfriends. There seems a
singular want of passion, except for a passionate hatred
of Josie, the woman who
duped him. The hatred is
understandable, but it is indiscriminate. When she persuades him to take her to
visit his parents, shereduces
Roth's mother to hysterical
tears almost '—
and is asked to leave. What
dreadful thing has she done?
Apart from the fact that she
is covi.-...sly
hard-tip
loser," she has asked the
mother
if she would mind
putting some of her, Josie's,
dirty clothes in with the
family wash. Roth agrees
with the mother that this was
unforgivable. "The last
thing that my mother
wanted anything to do with
was this woman's soiled
underwear." The contempt
lurking in the phrase "this
(continued on page dB)

(cesibmied on page 411)
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Surviving
Stalin's Hell
A SOVIET ODYSSEY
by Suzanne Rosenberg
Oaford University Press
212 pp. $19.95
By Jane E. Good

0

n a sweltering
summer day in 1935,
.isiting British Labor
Party leader Clement Attlee
was scheduled to lunch at
Moscow's National Hotel. Instead he insisted that his
20-year-old Intourist guide,
Suzanne Rosenberg, take him
where he could sample "real
Russian food." Intent that
this distinguished foreigner sec
only the best sicie of Soviet life.
Rosenberg took him to a
popular open-air restaurant in
Gorky Park and ordered
okroshka, an ice-cold soup'
made from ground greens,
meat, and eggs. Shortly after _
lunch, Attlee announced his
'urgent need to find a restroom.
Mortified. Rosenberg pointed
the distressed future prime
minister to the Soviet
equivalent — reeking open
holes in the ground with raised
plItforms and foot treads.
Through tears of embarrassment, she later complained to
her fellow guides about the
filthy condition of Moscow's
public toilets.
Not for 15 years would the
aftermath of Attlee's incontinence be felt. At midnight on
July 1, 1950, two internal
.security Igent-s arrested
-ftosenberg in . heet'.Wilicatinw
apartment. The warrant accused her of espionage and antiSoviet agitation. That the
charges were c,,.....,.,c1 1;:r-ts
without saying — she was a
loyal party member who had
lonE 4v,tvielt.r! 47rinverfarionc on

political topics. Yet Rosenberg,
like millions of innocents
before her and thousands yet to
,:ome, found that once inside
the notorious Lubyanka
Prison, her journey to Stalin's
region of hell could not be
canceled. After nights of brutal
questioning during which she
vehemently denied all the
preposterous
accusations
thrownat her, the interrogator
finally posed the question that
sealed her fate. "Did you
once," he asked. "go around
saying that Moscow toilets were
dirty?"
That a comment on plumh
ing could contribute to a
sentence of five years hard
labor
Suzann:
makes
Rosenberg's autobiograph%
revealing reading to anyone
unversed in the unique barbarism of Stalinist Russia. Her
formative years certain.ly did
not presage such a fate. She was
born in 1915 to Benjamin and
Helen Rosenberg, Warsaw
Jews and militant Bolshesiks
who fought to bring about the
revolution. When civil war
erupted in 1918, Comrade
Rosenberg promptly joined the
Red Army and died the next
year fighting the Whites.
Helen Rosenberg's Sorbonne
education helped her secure a
key job in the Kharkov Commissariat of Foreign Trade. Immersed in the new life ushered
in by the resolution, she did not
allow the dinghy surroundings
that accompanied it to distract
her from the higher spheres of
communist theory. She returned to Alexandra Kollontai's
feminist writings to support her
inbred disdain of housework
and cooking, which was
perhaps just as well for in those
years of war anti

Krantz's Novel
of Jaqueline Susann, this has
caused no discernible harm to
anyone except other authors
who envy Krantz her success
and wealth. It has even provided a bonanza in certain quarters
of academia, where "feminist
critics" now study Krantz and
Susann and their ilk with much
ante intensity that earlier
generations devoted to Milton
and Shakespeare and other
male chauvinist swine
No doubt Till We Meet
,4gairt will provide still further
cause for contemplation and
exegesis at Duke and Yale. Is it.
if nothing else, edit Krantz: a
fat romance that spans the
generations and the continents
andthe cultures and God knows
what else, -populated by
beautiful women and brave
men who are swept 'Wray into
the very vortex of history itself.
It encompasses sex, war, death,
airplanes, movies, sex, international banking, champagne.
Mother England, sex, Gay

n1 d s Few

Farce. music halls, broken
hearts, dramatic rescues, and
sex — and it does all of this in
prose that echoes through the
ages:
•"When she walked down
the street she strode with the inimitable. -confidence and
panache of a woman who
l".1%.111151RI IJ 111113

revolution there was precious
Suzanne-was brought up literallittle to stir in the pot. The
ly eating and breathing comideological purist even refused
munism — on the evenings
to use her party connections to
when there was no food in the
secure extra rations for her
house, the family's dinner conyoung daughter and sickly son - slated Of reading Pravda
(who was,ifseeins. an unfors— —editorials,- Suzanne eagerly
seen byproduct of Madam ,adopted her mother's political
Kollontai's teachings on sex
views. With the assurance of a
outside marriage).
15-year-old true believer, she
Sometime in the early 1920s • del:sered week!) lectures to
the Rosenbergs emigrated to
electrical workers on the evils of
Canada where their poverty
capitalism. Her association
and party !e_,
.ya!ty persisted
Corn

Al .V1110/I

to whom the city, without question, belonged."
•"He was a man who was accustomed to power and used it
well: a man feared by many
men and coveted by many
women."
•" 'It wasn't luck, father, it
was a miracle.' Delphine said,
towering in her love for Armand, and Paul had realized
that his frivolous, flighty,
willful daughter had disappeared forever into a woman of
twenty-six whose strength he
had yet to measure."
This is heavy stuff and
Krantz handles it with aplomb.
It may to be sure give the

feminist scholars pause that her
headstrong, high-spirtted, independent heroines — Eva
Coudert and her daughters,
Delphine and Freddy — receive
their sexual initiations, submitsively if ecstatically, at the
bidding of strong, brave.
domineering men, and that indeed in thc iaritzian universe
men ultimately rule("Now she
was back in the world of men,
thank the Lord"), but surely a
convenient rationale can be
found for that.
The truth is that notwithstanding the considerable faults of
her novels, Krantz is a clever
and intelligent writer. She
knows precisely what her auidiem-re wants and rwerittety bnuo
to provide it: fiction that offers
the illusion of wicked romance
but that always stays well
within the bounds of propriety.
Her women may have their illicit trysts, but in the end they
tumble happily into the marriage bed; her charming rogues

munist League ultimately
resulted in her expulsion from
high school.
In 1931 the Rosenbergs
returned to the Soviet Union as
part of a Canadian group
solunteering to work on a collective
farm.
Suzanne
Rosenberg's account of the
1930s is familiar reading to
those acquainted with Robert
Conga-it's And. ' Robert
Tucker's
histories,
the
Icostumed oa page 311)

cl1rnriStaC
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may commit evil deeds, but in
the end suitable punishment is
exacted.
Not merely is Krantz as conventional as Kansas in August,
but her mixture of cynicism and
innocence she is decidedly
American. These books are
written to make money, no
doubt about that, and it takes
no shamus to detect her
manipulations and machinations, yet there also can be no
doubt that she believess in her
corny plots and cardboard
characters and bodice-ripper'
cliches. When she calls one
woman a "pert minx," or has
another plead. "Kiss me. you
fool," there's no hint of artifice or sham; she's as s wept
away in the romance of it all as
are her readers, and she trowels
on the goo with a loving hand.
There's an integrity of sorts to
that, and it may be the key to
a popularity that by all accounts is entirely incAplicable.
Washington Post Book World

Book Bag
Lisa Harper
FAlitor

BOOK BAG is
published weekly by
The Daily Maine
Campus at the
University of Maine.
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Deserted cities of the Heart
(DoubledapFoundation,
5I7.95) is the best book I've
read in the sf-and-fantasy field
this year. It centers on three
North Americans — age thirtysomething. Two of them are
brothers: Thomas, a mildmannered anthropologist, and
Eddie, whose rock 'n' roll
dream has dissolved into
craziness and expatriation. The
third character, Lindsey, is Eddies estranged wife and
Thomas' perennial hearthrob.
These three find themselves,
for their own good reasons, in
Mexico being ripped apart by a
Nicaragua -style revolution.
'.--They don't want to get involved, but you know how those
things go.
Lindsey and Thomas plunge
into the jungle looking for Eddie, who has gone native with
a tribe of latter-day Mayans
(the attraction.is. in.
mushroom the Indians use to
travel backwards in time). They
find Eddie in the ancient, ruined city of Na Chan — a
magnificent setting that Shriner
adroitly exploits.
Unhappily, Na Chan is the
magnet toward which various
revolutionary factions, CIA
hirelings, I Teskano pilot and
a reporter from Rolling Stone
are also flying. They are joined there by an earthquake, a
volcanic eruption, the great
white god Kulkucan and the
fulfillment of apocalyptic
Mayan prophesies.
It all sounds a bit breathless,
and awfully implausible. But
trust me: Shriner makes it
work. His narrative never flinches. It moves with precision
from one point-of-view to
another, breathing warmth and life into all the pnmary players
— even the guy from Rolling
Stone. The dialogue, especially among the central characters.
is so convincing that their genuineness seems beyond question. I have never seen the pac-_Ing.
the
mood,
the
psyctiological intensity of individual scents drawn any better than this.
My only question — and this
is only a question — has to do
with Shiner's up-front authorial
decision to place this book

pointedly in the late Reagan
era.
And it's not just a matter of
background. The whole story
depends on a set of circumstances that already, in the
summer of 1988, is beginning to
feel dated. It seems a shame to
let the end of the Mayan calendar — not to mention the
Ultimate Trip — get tangled up
with the question of where, exactly, did that Iranian gun
money go?
But Shrine; is young. Maybe
the current mishmash in
Washington feels like the
apocalypse to him. Things will
get worse, as we know. Shriner
will get older. But he's already
doing sortie of the very best
writing in the field.

Coldpony, a full-blooded

1Tti.Sam's got an ex-wife who
turns into a ghost — happens to
Utes sometimes — and Bo's got
a brother who turns into Alex
P. Keaton — as happens to
Wasps pretty often. The cast of
characters spirals outward, and
the story line follows. as Bishop
tries to embrace humankind in
its limitless variety. Unfortunately, all his characters
sound alike. Their thoughts and
their speech (like Bishop's narrative voice, which both resemble) veer weirdly from overformality to clunky attempts at
regional color, with occasional
exercursions into sermonizing.
Sometimes all three elements

are present at once:
"So they fail to sense the
disease agent pop up again, just
like the bloody fifteenth of
April, at which time there'll be
taxes to pay and the only way
for them to ante up is to do the
goddamn mortal-coil shuffle."
AIDS, he's talking about.
Unicorn Mountain is a book
with a message. The message is
a generous and liberal and, I'm
sure, a heartfelt one. But as
with the characters, most of
whom don't sound like real
people, the fictional AIDS
doesn't have the hard cruel
edge of the real disease. Bo

Gavin frequently reminds us
he's going to die. His appearance is greeted with adjectives like "wasted." But he
never seems actually to get sick,
or to require medical attention
beyond
his
biweekly
chemotherapy. He doesn't get
rashes, 105-degree fevers, night
sweats,
diarrhea,
toxoplasmosis, bleeding gums,
falling hair, shaking limbs,
dementia, pneumonia, or even
ahead cold. He does manage to
die, finally — but he knows
when it's going to happen, and
stages the most overdone deathscene since little Nell's, complete with inflated condom
balloons and bedside speechifying.

Sick *Iliac!
Michael Bishop. an awardwinning sof writer (No Enemy
But Time) whose work often
hangs on extensive research,
has undertaken to write a novel
ibiout AIDS.
Well, AIDS and unicorns
and American Indians. really.
The unicorns and the Indians
(Bishop does not use the more
dignified
term
"native
Americans") come off OK.
AIDS comes off as fatal but
deranged. The result- is a
scatter-shot novel, surrounding
its subject but not striking it.
Unicorn Mountain(Arbor
House, S18.95) is an excursion
into the fictional territory
known as magical realism: in an
unremarkable, contemporary
milieu,
numinous
Or
miraculous elements mingle
with the everyday. You knosv
the kind of thing.
Writers, among others, find
it fascinating — as witness all
the sticky hands that have dipped into the pockets of John
Crowley and Gabtici Crimia
Marquez.
Bishop's foray begins with
Ho G.vin, a gay -A-man with
AIDS. His family in Colorado
has rejected him, so it falls to
a cousin-by-marriage, one Libby Quarrels, to take him in.
Libby employs a ranch-hand
named Sam

Existing in Prison in Stalinist Russia
is
by

inc.
ord

69

chronicles by • Alexander
Solzhenitsyn
and
Roy
Medvedev, and the memoirs of
Evgeniia
Ginsburg
and
Nacleshda Mandelstam. Yet the
details of Rosenberg's experience make her voice distinct
and worth hearing. She writes
of the "naked, animal fear"
that silently consumed her as
friend after friend disappeared:Eventually she simply stopped
talking. She poignantly conthat neither she !tin the
man she deeply loved Jared
trust one another with their
thoughts. "Strangely, so
strangely, there was always between us, even in the bed we

shared, the shadow of the prying state ssxurity."
Rosenberg's silence temporarily saved her. But she does
not hesitate to lay blame for the
revolution run awry on those,
like her, whose silent acquiesence fostered Stalin's
treachery and ultimate annihilation of human life in tha-Sovict
tJrtIdShe Aivie.‘ that if they
the party members
themselves — had taken a
firmer stand early on, Stalin
might have been stepped.
Could changing the course of
history really have been so
simply?

S

oon Stalin's brutality was
replaced by Hitler's.
When the four dreadful
years of World War II ended,
Rosenberg and her • family
celebrated with the knowledge
that the courage and sacrifice of
ordinary Soviet citizens like
them had helped win it. They
expected to be rewarded. Init.-AA, gt 2iir reVroctrid to II I6 old
habits: mass arrests, forced
confessions, deportations, executions, labor
camps.
Rosenberg w.s stunned when
the party began again devouring its own. Her disbelief turned to despair as attacks in the
press!Oa OS an unrnistakenly
anti-Semitic tone. For in the

unflinching eyes of the state,
silence did not atone for the sin
of being Jewish.
• Even the reader well versed in
Stalin's atrocities will be
outraged at the inhumanity, the
insanity,
that
invaded
Rosenberg's tragic life. Her
fiance died in prison, her husband and mother in labor
camps. Her brother stepped in
front of a train to avoid a worse
death. All *ere decent people
dedicated to making the world
a better place. All were punished for crimes they did not commit. All were posthumously
rehabilitated by a government
trying in vain to offset the sins
of the past.

Rosenberg outlived revolution, war, famine, purges, and
labor camps to tell this tale -of
those she loved who did not
Strangely it is a book not ot
rage, but of enduring sorrow.
Shortly before his arrest, her
h•-k-nd muttered, -We start'
out with a noble idea, but the
deed rarely fits
word."the
Suzanne Rosenberg's Soviet
Odyssey demonstrates that
rarely has the fit ever been
worse.

Jane E. Good teaches Russian
history at the United States
Naval Academy. Washington
Post Book World.
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Spencer's Talent Becomes Apparent
0

JACK OF DIAMONDS AND
OTHER STORIES
by Elizabeth Spencer
Viking. 184 pp. S15.95
By George Core
The publication of this book,
composed of two short stories
and three long stones, shows
anew how gifted a writer
Elizabeth Spencer is. Nearly all
her career she has worked in teh
shadow of William Faulkner,
Eudora Welty. and other
leading southern authors. Now,
by dint of long persistence and
considerable accomplishment,
she may be coming into her
own so far as critical recognition is concerned. She has long
since earned a respectful hearing from critics in and out of
the South, but relatively little
has been published about her
fiction.
When "The Cousins" appeared in the Sotikhem Review
three years ago, the flurry of attention among sophisticated
readers corresponded to the excitement greeting a new novel
by Eudore Welty or Walker
Percy. "The Cousins," which
may be the best of these five
stories, abundantly merits such
enthusiasm.

The story recalls Henry
James in its subtle indirections
and ironies, its muted voices
and subterranean currents. The
action superficially involves the
experience of a small group —
three men and two women.
bound by kinship, shared
customs and values, and a
hesitation about what to do
when college ends and "real
life" begins. They go to Europe
and more or less discover
themselves and the possibilities
of life outside the acederny and
their parents' homes, but they
never quite come to terms with
the shared experience, which
resonates through their later
lives. As the story ends, the
protagonist, Ella Mason, and
her cousin Eric are pondering
their lives together and apart
recover the proand
- - trying to
mise life showed them 30 years
earlier. This bare-bones ay.count of the story's action and
actors leaves -0W--- its precise
details and exact nuances, the
magic of the unfolding experience of the -cousins.
"Jack of Diamonds." the title story, evokes Elizabeth
Bowen at her best, especially
her os.rigriant and pown-rfui
work about young girls

= 1_ 9

A

man in black for no discernible
reason.
These events occur without
buildup or motivation or aftermath oti any discernible connection with Roland's quest or
crusade or whatever it is. For
one instance; an entire village
goe.5 Mddniyinzanc, all Ill-local yokels and weirdos set
upon the gunslinger, and he has
to shoot every one of them.
This is the book's high poim of
absurdity, for here the hero
out-Shancs Shane, somehow
managing to reload his two six guns, over and over again.
while running — backward as hard as he can go.
Nothing else in the book
makes any more sense, and
most of the rest is a lot less
lively.
King dIJCS have the at gr.Lto
confess, in his afterword, that
The Gunslinger constitutes only a fragment of a planned
longer work, "The Dark
Tower," which may run to
perhaps
pages,
3,000
which
he
more," and
threatens to inflict on the
reading public when he can get
around to it. I'm afraid that
these 216 pages more than sufTice for the, and I daresay they
will for anyone else except — if
therebe such a person — some
desperate academic who issontemplating a monograph on
"Stephen King. The Formative
Yews."

The images that embody the
action Of"jack of Diamonds,"
the card itself and a_toi scarf,_
are brilliantly interwoven into
the plot of the story; the same
is true of the figure in "The
Skater." The protagonist, a
middle-aged woman at loose
ends, is conducting a difficult
and dangerous balancing act

In "The Business Venture,"
Spencer is on her native ground
in Mississippi, delving into a
complicated web of racial relations in the '60s and revealing
how a group of young married
people is far more willing to
hold to the old ways than to
face change honestly. As in
"Jean-Pierre," there is a strong
sense of foreboding that runs
through this fiction from begin-

"Ir7

Roth'
s Alter-rigo
woman" explodes later
into "this wretched small-town
Semite paranoid." If one
substituted Jewish for gentile,
one could expect, not unfairly,
a charge of bigotry.
Roth separated from Josie,
101.C'ed to pay her an
alimony of half his modest
salary. He envisioned this going
on forever. He wrote a not,eI in
which her fictional counterpart
dies. Not long after, she died
indeed, in a car crash. Roth
makes it clear that he gloried in
her death; he whistled tune on
his way to the funeral parlor.
but was

King's Novel from
College Better
Left in Past
sophomore year, Robert
aro.,fling'• "rhikie Roland to
the Dark Tower Came." That
poem was hardly Browning's
finest effort, and it was inspired
by a throwaway line in King
Lear, when Edgar, son of
Gloucester, is pretending to be
a masinussi and la babbliail
nonsense. So what we have here
is a third-geneyation derivation
of what was originally gibberish, and The Gunslinger
doesn't much improve on that.
Example: "He felt an amorphous fear, and an uncoalesc
ed hatred for Marten, his
father's righi-hand man (or was
it the other viay.around?), was
born."
The Gunslinger is hellishly
hard to summarize,-anthere is
no beginning to it, no
background to explain the
chaotic doings that commence
on Page 1 — several clumsily
dragged-in flashbacks don't
help greatly to clarify The Story
Thus Far — and neither does
the book end. it just stops. The
author --himself seems vague
about the setting, but it appears
to be Our World after some
-iiiii-pecified Devastation that
has left it barren of all human
life CiiCep-- vations weirdoS,
mutants, yokels, hermit desert r.
rate, an allegedly wicked "man
in black" (who never does
anything wicked) and "the
gunslinger" (name of Roland,
naturally) who is pursuing the'

awakening to the world around
them. The protagonist is
Rosalindeatirlwhois_gradually coming to know what a wretched and devious man her
father is — and how his present
wife was involved with him
before Rosalind's mother was
killed Again the summary does
violence to the story, especially the juxtaposition of scenes,
part of which occur near Central Park and most of which
take place at teh family's summer home on a lake north of
New York. Rosalind's circle of
friends is not far removed from
the bizarre world of the theater
and Hollywood that her father
represents. The genius of the
story results from the author's
letting Rosalind make her own
cautious but sure way into a
corrupt and corrupting society.

Reading this book, one is
aware. of a gulf between the
flawed and limited imaginative
world of this Roth and the rich
and subtle sensibility of the
author of Portnoy's Complaint
and The Ghost Writer. Fortunately, the latter is aware of
it too. The hook concludes with
a long letter to Roth from his

fling to end and contributes to
its singular-distinction and slit:
cess; it is not merely another
story about racial troubles
The range of character, the
aptness of detail, the difference
in scene (Mississippi, New
York. Montreal, Italy), the
nuances of tone, the interconnection of image abd theme —
all these dimensions mark the
fiction of a writer well worth
reading and rereading. Few
books of short fiction measure
up to this one, which may be
the best of this season.

The reviewer, editor of the
Sewonee Review since 1973,
SWIMS often aboutSouthern let.
ters. Washington Post Book
World.

vv rues

fictional alter ego, Zuckerman, of emotional and mental
excoriating him for the defects
dissolution," he resolved to
in his vision. The half-real-----itiok at his life untrartsformed
parents, the lack of eroticism,. by fiction. Yet what has
the unfairness to low ("My
resulted is a different kind of
Ex-Wife the Bitch — I just canfiction; his hero is paradoxicalnot r•s'"4 that stuff) — Zuckesmore r—•ri.-1.1.-1 in his novels.
man has spotted it all.
Zuckerman, making his late ap"The distortion called fidelipearance. actually writes much
ty." Zuckerman writes, "is
better than the rather twonot your metier — you are
dimensional Roth who has
simply too real to-outface full
preceded him. There is a suddisclosure. ,It's through
den wonderful feeling of inhibidissimulation that you find
tions thrown off, of wit and
your freedom from the falsifygusto, and the prose starts to
ing requirements of 'candor.'" crackle with life. The Facts is
He points out that a seven-year
less an autobiography than an
analysis has been dismissed in
exploration of autobiography's
couple of lines. The Facts, iri
limitations. Starting out in a
Zuckerman'-s view, is funstate of exhaustion from
damentally defensive; even his
"masks, disguises, distortions,
letter "is a self-defensive trick
and lies," Roth needed the
to have it both ways."
mask of Zuckerman ultimately
in a complementary letter to
to make his book truthful.
Zuckerman, at the beginning,
Roth explains that the book
arose from an experience of exWashington Post Book World
treme depression, "at the edge

REVIEWERS
NEEDED
BOOK BAG needs faculty
and student writers to review
Maine authors and report on
the Maine literature scene.
Anyone interested in writing
for BOOK BAG should
contact Lisa or Jan, 5814271.

The Daily Maine Campus. Wednesday, September 21, 1988.
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Letter rebutted
—To the editor:
While there are a few point!
that deserve rebuttal in Harold
Lindemann's letter to the editor
of 9/15/88, I'd like to discuss
the two things which strike me
the most.
Mr. Lindemann needs to
remember that Reagan came into office promising a balanced
budget in a few short years. He
inherited a national debt (i.e.,
all of U.S. history's national
budget deficits and surpluses
combined)of about SI trillion.
In two terms as President he
has never presented anything
near a balanced budget and the
national debt now stands at a
staggering $2.5 trillion, making
the United States the world's
largest debtor nation in history.
Beyond bringing the yearly
budget deficits into line, now
averaging 5150-180 billion, we
need to make headway into the
outstanding debt. No political
figure usually risks his/her
career on the hard choices and
sacri rico iequred to do so.
One would think a balanced
budget amendment could be
fairly easy to pass, but it's not
Deficit spending is mighty attractive. Lets not fool ourselves

into thinking that either Bush
or Dukakis will really make a
big dent into our fiscal
nightmare, for if they had the
courage to lay it on the line,
they'd not be where they are
today.
My other problem with Mr.
Lindemann's letter stems from
his use of the phrase "Godgiven freedom." I would like
to suggest that the degree of
freedom with which we live in
the U.S. is not God-given, but
earned, and continues to be
earned only with a watchful
and
active
citizenry.
Movements for peace and
justice in the Third World are
not having their freedom given
to them by "God" either, but
instead usually have to fight
brutal dictatorships for it. Not
to mention the fact that the
repressive regimes they oppose
are likely supported by some
First World superpower whose
citizens sit around talking
smugly of God-given this and
God-given that. If what the
death squeal; in EA Salvador arc
dealing out is also God-given,
someone is in the wrong
church.
John Pilson
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Meeting to be held
To the editor
The Bangor Area Support
Group for Adults Who Stutter
will meet Monday, Sept. 26, at
7 p.m at the Penobscot Valley
3t 160 State
St, in Bangor. The group meets
the second and fourth Mondays

of each month at the PVHA.
New members are always
welcome. For information call
the Conley Speech & Hearing
Center at 581-2006.
Bill Dopheide
Conley Speech & Hearing
Center

Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.

Much more to-the story
—To the editor:
We would like to thank you
for your article on the National
Center for Geographic information in last Wedresday's edition of The Daily Maine Campus, however we fed that it was
poorly resorced and contained
several inaccuracies which need
to be clarified.
Th Surveying Engineering
program is no longer part of the
1)ei.-atuirtiera of Civil Eligincering. On Sept. 1 of this year, the
Department of Surveying
Engineering was formed, the
first independent department
offering degrees in Surveying
Engineering in the country.
On Aug. 19 a consortium
consisting of the Geography
Departments of the University
of California-Santa Barbara(UC-SB) and the State
University of New York at Buffalo (SUNY) and the Department of Survey Engineering at
the University of Maine were
awarded a 5-year, S5.5 million
grant by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to form a
National
Center
for
Geographic Information and
Analysis(NCGIA). This is the
only center funded by NSF in
the United States. The I ICSUNY-UMaine consortia including University of Wiscon-

sin and a consortium if Boston
University, MIT, and Harvard.
----- The grant will be divided bet.ween the three universities with
UC-SR in the Center iti VIdlflC
will be held by Dr. Andrew
Frank, Associate Professor in
Surveying Engineering and
Associate Director of NCGIA.
The goal of the Center is to further research in the development and use of Geo. praphic Information Systems(GIS)and to
I.I.LAPV06. 11 issamw In tat,

field of GIS. In order to achieve
this goal the consortium will
maintain close communication
and cooperation via the use of
an electronic mail network and
through the exchange of
research personnel. The three
departments mentioned above
will also be assisted by cooperation from experts in many fields
including economics, forestry,
computer science, mathematics
and public information.
Geographic Information
Systems are one way to
organize, share and store information about land in an accessible form. This allows users
with varying interests to obtain
the information they need in a
cohesive and easily usable
form. GIS are attaining wide
spread use in government agencies, utility companies alai
other private industries. The

study of these systems is a
rapidly expanding discipline
which combines the fields of
surveying, geography, cartoaraphy. computer science.,
economics and others. Due to
the wide spread interest in these
systems NCGIA is expected to
attract a large amount of additional research funding from
various government and private
waliroas over and above the NSF
grant.
.74) be 'nenti^r.'"A
It shon14"
that this summer saw the naming of the Surveying Engineer-ing program at Maine as a
Center for Excellence in Land
Information Studies. This
honor is awarded by the Institute for Land Information
and UMaine is the fifth institution in the world to receive it.
As you can see, this has been
an eventful year for Surveying
Engineering at Maine. We have
achieved a great deal of national and international
recognition thanks to the faculty, staff and students and their
efforts to make this the best
program of its kind.

David R. Steiner
Fr.ank
Dr. Kate Beard

Dr. And1CW

New additions to the library this semester
Jo the editor. ,
Welcome University of
Maine students. The past
months have been busy for the
library staff as we prepared for
your arrival and I would like to
take this opportunity to tell you
about the changes and additions we made.
As part of thc cffort to serve
student and faculty needs we
have made some changes and
added some equipment and furniture. In response to your requests a campus telephone has
been installed ter the lobby on
the East side of the building.
This telephone is for local calls
only and was placed in the lobby so students within the library
would not be disturbed by the
conversations. This telephone
installation was expensive and
if the telephone is stolen or
the library will not be
daniased
—

able to replace it. c also purchased lockers and placed them
in both the north and east lobbies. The lockers are available
for rent for a quarter. The
money is returned to you when
vnu return the key to the locker
to pick up your material. Lunches and other items may be
stored in these lockers.
Study carrels were purchased
and placed on the second floor.
They are located in the study
area at the top of the stairs, in
the Science and Engineering
Center and on the west side of
the stack area. These carrels
provide moretif the quiet study
areas you have requested.
I he periodicals desk removed from the Current periodicals
room. The circulation staff on
the first floor will now assist
you with any questions you
have about journal location.
An INNOVACQ tartainal was

placed in the current periodicals
many student assistants under
room for your use. On this tertook this summer was the barminal you can search for jourcoding of the collection. Barnal titles owned - by Fogler, codes were placed on most of
search for holdings on
.
, the material in preparation for
microfilm or for bindery status. the online circulation system.
There is also an INNOVACQ
The barcodes on the books and
terminal at the main circulation
on your identification cards will
desk so the staff can help
enable us to link electronically
answer your questions. The
the material you charge out to
back file newspapers were movyour name. This will eliminate
ed from the second floor and
the need for the bookstore and
put into closed stacks. If you
speed up the charge eat reneed back issues of any of these
cess. Shortly you will be able to
newspapers ask at the main cirsearch the card catalog on the
culatibn
URSILS system. This is the
In the Listening Center we
online catalog of the Universinow have ten portable compact
ty of Maine system libraries. It
disk players available for loan Tvill include the material ownand or the summer our com- wed by the eight campus
pact disk collection has also
libraries, including Fogler,
grown. Check the catalog in the
University College in Bangor
Listening Center for the new
and the Darling Center in
disk titles.
Vvalprale. URSUS will not imThe most time consuming
mediately have all library
project the library staff asid
resources ovvised by Fogler and

for a complete search you will
still need to use the card
catalog.
The library hours are still extensive. The building is open
Monday through Thursday
from 7:30 a.m. to Midnight, on
Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 10:00
p.m., on Saturday Nom 10.00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. and on Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to Midnight. Most services are
available at 8:00 a.m. on
weekdays and 10:00 a.m. on
weekends. For a listing of current hours you mav call
581-1664.
hopeyoskaviii take advantage of the services available at
Fogler and I wish yokt e !ir.ntii.ictiye and Successful year.

Joyce Rumery
Access Services
Fogies Library

a
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whole idea behind the Local is great.
"It's kind of like saying we know people are going to drink, but we WINO tá
keep them off the road." he said.
Erik Karas, another APO brother,
said brothers will be driving in pairs, and
possibly triples, to stipport one another.
"We don't expect any problems, but
the shifts are long, and it will help to
have other brothers there," he said.
Geoff Wilson, a UMaine sophomore
from Canada, said that although he has
never used the bus, he thinks it is a very
important service for the university.
"I know a lot of people who have
gone out during a party to get cigarettes or something and probably shouldn't
have been driving," he said.
"Maybe this will help."
Dana said the bus will begin running
on Sept. 24 and continue every Friday
and Saturday night from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m.
Students can be picked up at die west
front steps of the library every_bour_and
in front of Pat's Pizza in Orono every
half hour. The bus also will stop at
Batten t ne Esta brooke York, Oltford
and Cumberland halls.
Moorhead, though, said the brothers
plan on being fairly flexible about the
stops.
"We'll make extra stops, within
reason," he said.
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*Rape
(coadis0

from par I)

dana. It has been torn down six tunes and
vandalized 16 times wei wm first built
May 7 The structure was almost des.troscd
in August when somebody threw a
homemade fire bomb m it
Some tidiest the shanty has been vandalized to support Inch:ma basketball coach
Bobbs Knight. Knight outraged many -but await-nth nix all — Indiana students
when he toid an IfiCrilt1toef, "I think if rape
tv !nes gable. relax and clips a But age shanty, said Indiana alumnus
MikeI an, %WS built to Increase awarrness
at campus sexual assaults that happaved
king before Knight's staternatt
A kx of awareness may be needed on
campuses nationwide.
Jr. a 1967 survey of 6,000 stud= a: 12
colleges, one in six female siuderas reported
nen-qt raped dun% the previous year The
trwoint Of thoseay.-visits were
-actruatntame rapes" in which the vs.-tim and the
assailant knew each other

Chi
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t cuatimed horn page 5)
The steady wind was Kira; k. kaiiui,*
After lunch on the second day, we
graduated to fire flea.
Jurnping off the oat at a SO-foot du=
near Weilflect. Mass., for the first tune was
surprisingty easy, yet .understandably
exciting
The cross-rung momera of the weekend
GUM at the end ot dr day when Mr. Vdni
- took us to the top of another dune, three
times the height of the onc we had spent
most of the day on
The wind was less than ideal, corning in
'at an argle to the fox of the dune. Using
isvo-was rwriin
paraghders over our heads. hopped off the
hp of the dune, made a hard WI bank
downwind along the dune, and then a hanl
right back into the wind kit a smooth
landu3g.
Our moments of glory Lasted only about
40 seconds, but those 40 seconds wae
enough to make most at us decide thot this
was %otnettung we would have
to do again.
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Sports
Swiss send timers to Games
by William Echison
The Christian Science Monitor
ZURICH — Most countries are just
sending athletes to the Seoul Olympics.
The Swiss are sending timers.
As North American athletes Carl
Lewis an Ben Johnson prepared for
their 104-meter race on the track of the
Letzigrund Stadium here, the eight-man
Swiss Timers team sweated above them

in its narrow booth crammed with
computers.
"On your mark," the starter
shouted. "Set."
A blip flashed on the timer's computer. False start. Mr. Johnson had
lifted his foot early from the electronic
starting block. The runners returned to
their places, and the race was restarted.
"We used to hire watchmakers and
give them stopwatches," Peter
Huerzeler of the Swiss Timing Corporation said "Now we need electronic
engineers and computer scientists."
Timing the Olympics iooks more
complicated than competing in them.
Swiss Timing is sending 100 technicians
and 70 tons of equipment to Seoul. The
cost: $7 million.
Since 1932. the Swiss have timed all
of the Olympic games except the 1964
summer spectacle in Tokyo and the 1972
winter competition tn Sapporo, Japan.
Archrival Seiko handled these events in
its home country.
Swiss skill, Swiss precision. Swiss
reliability — these qualities made the
Swiss leaders in timing sports events. In
1948 at the London Games, the Swiss
Pioneered photo finishes, eliminating
the need to depend on the naked eye. At
the 1952 Helsinki Games, they introduced super-acvurate quartz timing. In 1964
at Innsbruck, Austria, they offered running time live on television, showing
viewers the seconds ticking away on the
screen as the race progressed. And in
1972 at Munich, West Germany, they
began using the electronic start controls
,which controls which caught Johnson's
false start.
Despite this impressive tradition, the
Swiss almost pulled out of sports timing in 1980. At that time, the entire
Swiss watch industry was lading ground
to the Japanese. Although the Swiss invented quartz timers, Seiko and Citizen
first commercialized electronic watches.
Timing the Olympics was prestigious,
an right. But it will rim profitable.
"Peoplc looked at the fighres and
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said, "it costs a lot, let's drop it," recalls
Nicholas Hayek, president of the giant
Swiss Association for Microelectronics
and Watch Industry (SMH), which
owns Swiss Timing. "They wanted us to
concentrate on the small niche of making luxury watches."
Hayek refused. To him, the Swiss
watch industry could survive as a major player if it transformed its image
from an exclusive maker of luxury wat-

emphasis on sports could become big
business. At present, SMH sells only
about $60 million worth of sports timing goods, a miniscule figure compared
to its $I billion plus watch sales.
SMH has now developed stadium
scoreboards featuring color television.
After a long abscence from the United
States market, it won recent contracts
to renovate scoreboards in Boston's
Fenway Park, and Tempe, Arizona's

ches into a producer of fashionable,
leisure-oriented ones. The plastic
Swatch, introduced in 1983, launched a
remarkable comeback, and now Hayek
wants to consolidate his company's advances by increasing its presence in
sports.
"We don't want to be seen as a company of stodgy engineers," Hayek
says. "We want to become associated
with leisure and pleasure."
In the view of SMH officials, this new

Sun Devil Stadium. SMH officials say
sales of electronic stadium timers,
timeboards also adapted for such
nonathletic sites as highways and
railroad stations, could reach $250
million within five years.
"We used to look at athletics just as
a technical tool," admits Ernst
Thomke, SMH Executive Vice President. "Now we want to integrate it into
our overall strategy."
In past Olympics, the Swiss only pro-

vided timing services. In Seoul, they will
coordinate the graphic elements and
statistics for television.
"It used to be easy; you just gave the
results to the judge," says Manfred
Laumann, Director of Swiss Timing.
"Now everyone wants more information — and right away without any
mistakes."
Precautions are impressive. Two
photo-finish clocks are used at every
race in case one breaks down. An electricity blackout won't shut down the
timers. either. They run off their own
seperate battery generator.
Accuracy, which at the 1932 Olympics
was only 1/10th of a second, is now
assured within 1/1000th of a second.
"If we err, we want to err on the slow
Huerzeler says. "We don't
want einisrbody to think there's a world
record and have to correct it."
Huerzeler sees himself as a friend of
athletes, guaranteeing their results and
protecting their rights. He travels up to
30 weeks of the year, staying in the same
hotels as the athletes.
"I really respect them," he says.
"My role is to make sure that all their
efforts are fairly iudaed."
When Florence Griffith Joyner
smasb-4 the s-.^—en's
re-"rd
at the Olympic Trials in Indianapolis in
July, journalists saw the stadium flags
waving and assumed a vigorous wind
had helped her. Huerzeler called a press
conference, and explained that his wind
computer showed minimal turbulence
on the track. Joyner's record was
accepted.
In the 1964 Olympics, American Kim
Turner and France's Michele Chardonnet crossed the finish line in a dead heat
for third place in the women's 100-meter
hurdles.

Don't laugh at me and my Birds
Like drug addicts searching for a
fix, fans of the Boston Red Sox rip
madly through their morning paper_
looking for the previous evening's
scores.

Jul./

ach

Did they win? How did the Tigers
league. The O's wrapped that race up
do?
long ago.
What about the Yankees?
No sir, this is a race for last in the
Yeah, I do it to. But for a slightly
whole darn league. This one is for all
different reason. You see I'm a
the marbles, the whole enchilada. the
Baltimore Orioles fan.
Big One. Who is baseball's worst
Please, don't laugh. It's been a
team?
tough.
All year it's been a close race but
The season started with a bang for
now we're down to just two teams.
my beloved Birds. Twenty-one
The O's and the Atlanta Braves.
straight. Yep, no one's ever done that
Chances are you've been to wrapped
before.
up with this Red Sox thing to follow
And then there were those vultures
the real battle.
fill you in.
in the press who couldn't leave us
With a dozen games to go we've
alone. They questioned whether my
got a dead heat (maybe a very apleague
.
itarn should be called a majOi
propriate cliche in This case). BUt Jeriteam. And then there was that horrisot play this down, this is big stuff.
ble name Used so often by unoriginal---- Both the Orioles and the Braves
sports writers—the Zer-O's. We've
check in with a 52 96 record. That's
been a tormented group.
52 wins and 96 losses. This is
But now the excitement begins.
something to respect, folks.
The forgotten race. The race for last.
Remember, there are 24 other teams
Not for last in the American
in the major leagues who can't own
League East in viers Iasi in the *hok
up to a record like this.

You foolish Sox fans are screaming about Bruce Hurst and Mike
Greenwell but let's talk about Pete
Harnisch and Billy Ripken.
One cif the unfortunate things
about the race is that the Braves and
the O's never meet head to head. I
don't see how we, the faithful fans,
can be deprived of the right (yes, the
right — it's in the Bill of Rights. rill
sure of it.) to find out who can real
ly claim they are the worst.
What a spectacle it would be. A
seven game series with the winner
bein g the first to win four games. It
might even be bigger than
Wrestlemanai's Summer Slam '88.
(Note the word "might.")
So go ahead, Bosox fans, gloat
yours heads off(and I know you will
trts.-=ati
,
it yOu're a foolish jOlj,
ut
remember, when it's all over, you'll
--be disappointed. But I won't.
Michael Bourque is a journalism
major from Farmingdak, ME who
truly believes that Brady "Bunch"
Anderson will be the American
League Most Valuabk Player in
11,1.
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Get the tape measure ready
by Phil Elderkin
The Christian Science Monitor

swore that he had seen the ball land in
the,backyard of the tenement where he
Television's "60 Minutes"
Every time Darryl Strawberry, Jose
couldn't have done it better. This was
Canseco, or some othe modern strongliving testimony to the wagon-tongue
boy hits one of those tremendous shots
arms of the powerful Mick. Who could
that has the fans ooh-ing and ah-ing in
possibly contradict the eyewitness acthe stands, the tape measure quickly
count of a small boy at a time like this?
makes its appearance in the press box
Indeed, what sportswriter faced with a
- at least figuratively. And there's
rapidly approaching deadline and a
always a lot of story-swapping about
thirst for the unusual would even try?
other long balls even as the writers try
Besides, Patterson had measured the
to estimate the distance of the latest one.
distance from the spot where the ball
This fascination with "tape measure
landed. Not being in the habit of carryhome runs" is well known, of course,
ing a tape-measure in his pocket, Red
but its origin perhaps less so. The man
had to- improvise. He simply retraced his
to credit is Arthur(Red)Patterson, who
steps until he arrived back at home
invented the concept, popularized it,
plate, moving left or right only when
and expanded his career because of it.
forced to by a few misplaced U.S. mail
There had been isolated instances of
boxes and city hydrants.
famous long balls before then, but it was
When Patterson announced a figure
in 1952 that Patterson put a name to the
of 565 feet, everybody simply assumed
phenomenon. Red (now a consultant
that if a ruler had been placed the length
with the California Angels) was publiciof Red's shoes it would.. have fit
ty director of the New York Yankees,
perfectly.
and was in the press box one night when
Actually, though, estimating the lenth
Mickey Mantle hit a tremendous lateof a home run goes back in baseball lore
inning home run. Most objects that
at least as far as June 8. 1926. when
travel as far as that ball did have a flight
Babe Ruth blasted a pitch that is said to
attendant aboard.
have traveled close to 656 feet. The
• Patterson, his sense of theater twangYankees were playing in Detroit that
ing like the strings of an electric guitar,
day, and Ruth unloaded on a ball that
set off on foot in the gloaming to find
cleared the right field fence, put a
where the ball had landed. Never had
pockmark in the hot, sticky pavement
anyone pursued anything with so much
of Plum Street, and bounced several
vigor since Stanley sought Livingston.
times before stopping nearly two blocks
When Red returned to Yankee -_—sway.
Stadium he had in tow a small boy who
A more recent shot still vividly
on)
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WANTED PART-TIME
Salesperson to sell
Menswear
Sat.and Sun.
Ideal for student living
in immediate area.
Previous retail experience
recommended
DAVID SKLAR
EXIT 49 MAiNE SQUARE
HOGAN RD, BANGOR
942-5323
rpc-rr-a-ir,.-x-rt-rrtai=eb;
ae;;ri..a4-rt-zi=rr-z=sz=r-m-r

remembered by those who were there rupted, would have traveled between
--was the one Pittsburgh's Willie Stargell 550 and 625 reek.
blasted out of Dodger Stadium. the onMy favorite home run story concerns
ly player ever to do so. The date was the old Boston Braves, who played their
Aug. 5, 1969, the pitcher was Alan home games at National League Field,
Foster, and once again Patterson, who where a railroad yard was located just
had moved from the Yankees to the beyond the outfield fence. If the game
Dodgers, was involved. Red, using a was dull, fans sitting midway up in the
formula that took into consideration the stands could always watch the freight
height of the pavillion in right field, the cars being shifted from one siding to
arc of the ball, and the temperature that another.
day in the LaBrea tar pits, Red put the
In one game in the 1940s a Boston
distance at 506 feet, 6 inches. If the six
batter (his name has long sipcCbeen
inches were added to lend credibility, it forgotten hit a home ru into the
)
probably worked.
railroad yard. The ball I ded in the
Although no one has yet hit a fair ball contents of moving c
car — and
a
out of Yankee Stadium, Mantle came was eventually plucked out by
oad
close. On May 22, 1963, Mickey tore inmiles
worker in Providence, .R.1
to a pitch thrown by Kansas City's Bill
away.
Fischer. According to observers, the ball
was still climbing when it hit the upper
Even the redoubtable Mr. Patterson
part of the stadium. Estimates are that might have had trouble improving on
the ball, had its flight not been inter- that one

Louganis comes back
to win board event
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)—A
wounded hero, a worried warrior and a
squad of long-range bombers: That's
what it took to get the United States going at the cer,
.,1 rIfyirtpics, where the
Soviets were running away with medals.
(uses&Al rsvo osier-Soo real

head from a rare blown dive the day
before, won the spnngboard event Tuesday, launching himself toward an unprecendented double-double.
"1 knew 1 was going to have to be
strong," said Louganis, who hit his
head on the board in qualifying and
spun into the water like a downed Spitfire. "I was really scared."
With the platform event coming up
next week, Louganis now is pointing
toward a second straight sweep.
something no diver ever has done in an
Olympics.

Boxer Kenneth Gould was camped on
the floor of the gymnasium long before
his 147-pound bout started. He might
not win, but he was going to be there
— espec. ially sifter what hat-Tenet! to
teammate Anthony Hembrick the day
befere.
"It doesn't matter if it's three hours,
you just got to get here before the bout
starts," Gould said.
World champion Gould outpointed
Joseph Marwa of Tanzania and advanced to the next round, some recompense
for the loss by walkover of Hcmbrick,
who showed up too late for his match
after a coach misread the schedule.
The U.S. basketball team completed
what was a relatively strong day fox
America at the Olympics. Going to a
weapon not known to be heavily stockleer GAMIN page 11)
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SUNDAY WORSHIP 6:30 pm

PROMENADE

Drummond Chapel - 3rd fl Union
Tom Chittick, chaplain

The Memorial Union Mini Mall
September 2i
9 AM-6 PM

The Protestant Church
on Campus

WORK STUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE
CENTRAL SUPPLY IS OFFERING INVENTORY EXPERIENCE TO
STUDENTS WITH TIME TO LEARN. Inventory maintenance. warehouse
procedure. and customer relations ere some of the practical businese-related skills
we are wining to teach. Flexible hours Data entry expenersce prefer, iditut not
--micron-1rd
For ,ntervietv or more information Gott

Fresh Si. Silk Fioivers
Fashions from India 44 Bolivia
Jewelry
Bags lz Sweatshirts
Army & Navy Surplus
ti! Candy and other goodies, plus much much more!!
;E! )
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GIFTS
At DiscouniPrices
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Chris O'Connor (2700)
Bob Ealln (2704)

PURCHASING DEPT. needs Work Study student to do miscellaneous
office tasks. Some typing and filing experience helpful
Contact: Mary Ann Taylor (2893)
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ed in its usensA: the 3-point. the
U.S. team beat Canada 76-70 for its second straight victory. Hersey Hawkins
led the way with 13 points.
The Soviets won five medals Tuesday,
four gold, to run their leading total to
11, including six gold. China has seven
medals, one gold, and Bulgaria has six,
three gold. The United States was fourth
with five medals, two gold.
The Soviets got their final gold of the
day when their men gymnasts won the
team title, led by the three perfect scores
of world champion Dmitri Bilozerchev.
East Germany won the silver. Japan the
bronze, and the United States finished
11th out of 12 teams.
In a display of utter power, the
•
Soviets scored at least one 10 in five of
--the six events, missing out only in the
vault. They finished with 593.35, while
East Germany had 588.45 and Japan
585.60.
The United States did get into position for a couple more medals in swimming, where Janet Evans already has a
gold and Matt Biondi a bronze.
Biondi, of Moraga, Ca., came to the
Games wanting seven golds, like Mark
Spitz in 1972. Now, hell settle for seven
of any variety, although hc could .- veil
win the gold Wednesday in the 100m
butterfly.
Dave Wharton of Warminster, Pa.,
qualified fourth for the men's 400rn individual medley, and Mary Wayte of
Mercer Island. Wa.. was third in the
wornee's 700rn freestyle prelims
Wharton finished behind Tamas Darnyi of Hungary, who swam an Olympic
record time of 4:16.55 In the medley
prelim,
breaking Canadian Alex Baumann's

1984 mark of 4:17.41. Silke Hoerner of
East Germany also broke an Olympic
mark with a 2:27.63 in the 200m
breaststroke.
Louganis is a five-time world champion and considered by many the best
diver ever. He should have been confident, relaxed. Instead, he spend a
sleepless night before his diving final, his
head still throbbing.
But it wasn't the physical pain, he
said, that kept him awake as much as
"concern with what was going to happen today—whether I was going to be
able to hang tough, because I was real
shaken."
The dive that was his downfall in
qualifying, a reverse 2-1/2 somersault,
was on his program Tuesday. Readying
himself on the board, he wiped his face,
his hands and his knees. He tried to tell
himself he'd dOne this dive many times
before.

Now Hiring Advertising
Sales Representatives
for-the Maine Campus
Positions Available:
Assistant Manager
Sales Representatives

Great Experience
Does Pay
see Scott Venditto
Lord Hall
Maine Campus

"I just tried to relax and calm
myself," he said.
The launch was perfect. He grasped
his legs in the pike position and spun,
then knifed into the water with barely.
a ripple.
.Lougartis wound up with 730.80
points.
The Chinese won the other two
medals, Tan Liandc the silver with
anci Li Deiiang the bronze with
665.28.
Naim Suleymanoglu of Turkey,
known as the "Pocket Hercules" of
weightlifting, won the gold medal in the
60-kilogram (132-1/4-pound) division.
Stefan Topourov of Bulgaria won the
ara
Chin2 on
the bronze.

Late Night Local
Rides Again
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LATE NIGHT LOCAL SCHEDULE

8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00 P.M. and 12:00 A.M. at the west front steps of
the library (facing the back of Alumni Hall).
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 P.M. and 12:30 A.M. in front of Pat's Pizza, Orono.
From the hopr to the half hour, the bus will make the following stops:
Ballentine entrance, Estabrooke entrance, York Hall entrance, Oxford
Hall entrance, Cumberland back entrance, Wells Commons(Gym side entrance), between
Alfond arena and TKE, Sigma Chi, ATO, and on to Pat's.
From the half hour to the hour. the bus will stop at different drop off points
on request. The bus will end its run at the library for the reinitiation of the route.
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Friday & Saturday Nights

Begins September 23
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Microcomputer Resource Center IBM Computer Fair

•

Memorial Union
2nd Floor(FFA Room)
September 22-&-2310AM-4PM
Up to 40% off!
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